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educational rusearchcis .re cicouaterin3 tetcir lad al. tall-

trator skepticinl tar:lu riro,,oJed reae4r, 'itch incr:-..5in_ fi.;:quency.

Those critics claim that profreeers of education are tco fa: re.oved

fma to realities of the classroom to offer any helpful suglestIons

tr practitioners. In addition, it is said that research tends to

gt1tO tlaat everyone already knots in r lanruae that no one under-

Atsearelers counter by deplorins teachers' lack of an

Lnclytic approach to their work and by poirtins nit their ,:afensive-

nese ressrding their teaching effectiveness

rortunately, the research-to-practice sap is not as wide as I

have portrayed it. Vithin the collective bargaining process,

teachers are beginning to demand not only icreased salaries, but

also a sreater voice in changes in educational pros .ame (Aapp,

,:unson, and Ensign, 1)71). Teachers are expressinl the idea that

taey possess au expertise which is valuable in the planning of

roforu. They also argue that they are responsible for providing

learnins experiences for stu..ents and hence, expect to be involved

it the process of linking instructional aims to proposed changes.

Educational researchers are also going through a period of

reorientation. Following an era of heavy federal funding for

rejional laboratories and research and development centers, some

researchers are facing the fact that their endeavors have had

little impact on the work of teachers in classrooms. The pvoblem

is not the.: the centers and laboratories failed to do significant

research, but taat the trickle -dove" theory cf educational reform
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(Halley, 1971) hat, floppe.1.

An alternative research methoeolo3y which takes ecriouoly these

pant an cricrcing experiences can be formulated. The basic premise

of tais methot:ology is that educational research shculd be conducted

jointly by researchers and practitioners to produce findings that are

hoth theoretically and practically relevant.

This paper explores the potentialities for collaboration between

educational researchers and school personnel. A set of principles is

offered as a guide for attempts to reduce the research-to-practice

cap. The implementation of these principles is discussed within the

context of a Teacher Feedback Uorkshop which was conducted as a

development activity of an on-going research project. Finally, a

proposal for the structure and process of a collaboration effort

i3 outlined.

THaEE PRIACIPLES FOZ REDUCIJG THE RESEARCH-TO-PRACTICE GAP

The following principles are offered as a preliminary attempt

LO specify conditions for reducing the research -to- practice gap.

Principle I: Communication of research results to teachers is

a complex process which integrally involves the indivickalls

feelings of competence.

Researchers have not dealt seriously with the ccmplex problems

of communication of research results to teachers who are partici-

pating in research ?rejects. Findings of educational research -

especially those which relate to teaching - have implications for
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t.le individual's self-est,.:4 bnavior chan1;2. _nee, 1. to

not :merely a a.2r

Sieber's (1172) discuzcion of the iva-,e of the edLeatlenal

practitioner as the raticnal man is especially relevant

Principle I. practitioner is conceived au a person who bases

(eciaicns for change on the bast information available concerning

alternative courses of action. The focus of change is certain

intellective processes. The only obstacle to change .s i'morance.

Taus, Sieber describes the Rational Am. ".:e needs only to be in-

formed about the best uethod for teaching reading to second rraders,

tha best textbooks on American History, the best techniques for

improving children's mental health, or the most up-to-date pre-

packaged course on mathematics, chemistry, or biology. If sc

informed, he will chanse his mind about his current practices,

he will experience an intellectual awakening (p. 364).

The typical channel of influence is one -way communication

through the printed word, lectures, and filns. There are two

limitations to this approach. First, teachers typically do not

read tae research literature. Lamarsfeld and Sieber (1 64)

found in a nutiocal surrey of eleanntary school teachers that

only one ?meant read the JouTnel of Educational Psvcholoctv. :he

Review of Educational :esearch, or the JEA-Rneearch Bulletin.

None of the publications which the teachers read regularly were

listed in America's Educational Press as information sources about
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research. Jeconi, oo tic.: have the time to afft through

the journals, nor have tile), been trained with sufficient technical

competence to evaluate findings and their potential practical ap-

plications.

.'any findings of research may be packaged, field-tested, and

diseawinated vita accompanying explanatory literature. dowever,

finoia;s which affect individuals' beliefs, esteem, and attachment

to practical skills can be difficult to accept. Thus, there is a

special need for persons who have the sensitivity and creativity

coamunicate arc findings in ways which :ill produce posi-

tive consequences for teachers and their students. This need has

been recognized by the U.S. Office of .ducation, which has pre-

viously relied on print and electronic diesemination channels as a

weans of educational change. J.S.O.E. is now plannina teams of

educational extension agents who will provide ].inks es between

researchers and practitioners.

Principle II. Direct teacher participation is essential for

planning and carryin?: out changes in their own teachica.

Theory and research from group dynamics provide a rich base

for developing strategies for the involeuent of teachers in

planning their own changes in teaching. fesearch on participation

in 4ecision making indicates that persons are more committed to

and more likely to carry out decisions in which they have !nen

involved ;Cartwrilht, 1963, Lewin, 1947).
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The rationale for ?arti,:ipation in tl-e reaearch endeavor :Is

been uencribed uy 'Jana and Likert (1.42). Mei suggest that per-

sonal involvement decreases the barriers to the utilization of the

data, while increasing the probability that the results will be

understood and emotionally accepted. Involvement also yields

motivation to appl:, the results to the individual's situation.

There is some evidence that teachers tend to accept and to

regard as val.% ,ble those in-service programs which are planned

with their involvement (Childress, 196(:). Dutton and Hammond

(1966) compared two methods of in-service training for mathematics

teachers. The first method (Al) used a college professor of

mathematics to give weekly lentures on selected concepts for

eight weeks. Teachers were expected to do readings and complete

assignments. In an equivalent group of teacaers (.1II) , district

staff makers, along with teachers, assessed individual weaknesses

and designed individualized programs to help each teacher with his

specific problems. At the end of eight w teachers in Method

II achieved greater gains in teacher attitude toward and knowledge

of mathematical concepts than those in :lethod I. Although there

are soue minor methodological problems in this study, the findings

indicate that in-servica training which involves teachers in the

assessment of their own needs, and plans for individualized train-

ing can nave positive consequences for their teaching.

This principle operates most clearly in the concept of the

British teacher center- (;;alley, 1971). These centers are based
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on the tenet that fundauental educational reform 'All cone only

through those who have the basic educational responsibility -

the teachers , Furthermore, teachers will take reform seriously

only when they have been responsible for defining their own

euucational problema and rcteiving help on their own terns.

In Englan:1 and jales, th.ire are approximately 503 centers, over

half of which are staffed with full-time leaders.

Principle III! Attention to individual differences in

research on teething increases the probability that

results *,sill have practical value.

Practitioners have repeatedly pointed to taeir personal

styles of teaching or "bag of tricks" as an ctplanation for

successful classroom teaching (jeCauley, 1972 :larram, 1971).

Researchers in the organization of teaching have outlined reason::

for the great variability among teachers in instructional

activities (Bidwell, 1965; Lortie, 1969). There is no standard

body of knowledge and Calls which is transmitted in teacher

training pragrams. Once teachers enter the classroom, there are

limits on collegial interaction. Except for possibly the open-

plan school or teaming, teachers rarely observe their peers at

work Obeyer, Cohen, as, al., 1972).

However, researchers en teaching have tended to ignore

individual variations in teacher behavior. In his review of

teacher variability within anti between special curriculum pro-

grams. aosenshine (1970) notes that there are few existing studies
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dealing with this problem. Furthermore, the generalizability of

the results is limited by the small nuab r of .:eachers involved

in the studies and the disparity of the observational systems used.

The line of analysis of individual differences which is

suggestec; by Sidman (1960) has promise for linking research and

practical applications. Sidman (1960) postulates that subject

variability is derived from differences in the functional relations

between a behavior and its controlling conditions for each person.

Thus, the shape of a curve based on group data ma) indicate that a

specific behavior increases as some independent variable increases.

However, examination of the individual data indicates thit each

subject reacts maximally at different values of the independent

variable. In cases like this, application of group results to

individual persons may be erroneous. Furthermore, when we are

suggesting changes in individual behavior, group results can be

simply misleading.

In communicating with teachers about their own behavior and

its effect on students, the individual data analysis suggested by

Sidman (1)60) has potentially useful consequences. Teachers can

use their results as a basis for confronting what they are doing,

and how they might plan for changes in their behavior. They can

make these decisions on relationships found for their own behavior,

not on generalized relationships which may not apply to them.

In summary, three general principles need to be considered

in reducing the research-to-practice Sap- (1) communication of
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research .results to teachers' is a complex process which integrally

involves the individual's feelings of conpetence. (2) Direct

teacher involvement is essential for planning and carrying out

changes in their in teaching, (3) Attention to individual dif-

ferences in research on teaching increases the probability that

results will have practical value.

An attempt was made to implement these principles at a work-

shop for teachers participating in a research project of the

Stanford Center for Research and Development in Teaching (SCRDT).

Several projects in the Teaching in LowAncome Areas Program of

the Stanford Center have begun to develop procedures for communi-

cating research results to school personnel. The procedures whirl.

are described in this paper pertain to Project 3C - Student Engagement.

Classroom Settings.1 (See list of footnotes cn paga lU of this paper.)

A3 arzipr TO DUCE THE aESEAaCU -TO- PRACTICE GAP

3ackground

The project originated in the for student engagement

in learning in low-income area schools.2 Prom the practical ap-

plication perspective, student engagement is one of the crucial

problems facing teachers. Without students' interest and involve-

ment, learning cannot occur.3 From the perspective of research on

teaching, teacher motivational techniques have not been the focus

of much research attention (11aehr and Sjogen, 1971. Rosenshine and

Purst, 1971).



Ue began by examining teacher strategies which are related

to nigh levels of student attention, involveLient, or engasement

in classroom learning. Twenty-four teachers from nine schools in

the ad-Peninsula and San Jose, California area volunteered to

participate iu the research during the school year 19/1-1972.

The teachers and students were observed at five different times

during the school year - September, October, 3ovember, February,

and April-jay. When the teachers were recruited for the study,

we contracted with them to provide a wc=kahop at the end of the

observations w%ich would report findings up to that point.

The Teacher Feedback /orkshoe

On Amy 6, 1972, the Teacher Feedback Workshop was candy ted

at Stanford University. Twenty-one out of the twenty-four sample

teachers participated in the day-long wcrkshop. The morning session

covered the aims and procedures of the project. Detailed des-

criptions of the observation instruments were also presented. A

report of findings based on analysis of group data was presented

to provide a context for understanding t'le individual data analysis

which was gi:, to teachers in the afteruoon sessions. The morning

discussions centered around issues which would be relevant to

teachers regardiag their own behavior:

1. How much of the tine during classroom observations are

students engaged?

How much of the tine during classroom observations are

students disengaged?

Hots: In the individual feedback sessions, these questions
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become translate4; How much of the time during class-

room observations are sy, students engaged? How much of

the time are they disengaged in m. classroom?

2. 'that strategies do teachers use?

3. hich strategies are most frequently used?

Which strategies do teachers use least?

4. How can student engagement and disengagement be related to

specific teacher strategies?

5. 'That is the Engagement Lapact Score (EIS)?

6. Which specific teacher strategies appear to have the most

impact on student engagement?

7. Which specific teacher strategies appear to have the least

impact on student engagement?

3. How important are these group findings for your own teaching

behavior?

Results were presented in non-technical language with a heavy

reliance on graphics to illustrate specific points. The purpose

of this mode of presentation was to facilitate teacher involvement

with the information by making them realize that the data dealt

with their own teaching situation.

As a result of the morning sessions, all of the teachers

reported that they had received an adequate picture of the project

and its goals.4 Some teachers stated that the presentation of

group data had provided them with the concepts and information

with which to approach feedback about their own behavior.
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the goal was to start teachers pirating chas3se in their in

behavior, based en a konoledge hes derived free observation

in their classrooms. Thus, the reap...Shinty for determi 113

the direction of change was placed decisively epee the tee 40r.

Tbe objective impartiality of the feedbacker and of tie date

pressatatiat helped teachers to appreesh the Hailer's le cee-

'tractive sooner. Together with the feedbacks', the tellehOT

explored different interpretatiees of the data and pieced to-

gether a petters satisfactory to her.

There is owe evidence free teachers' teepees.. to a emotion-

alise that the !Wiese promoted at the workshop will have

positive sore sae few their Imelda( behavior. Sixteen bet of

the eaveeteen Unison who answered the geastionealre reported they

bed lassoed &seething am about their Umatilla. 'Volvo K the

toolbars thought that they shield ogee ewe..[ the ways they teach,

and einem said results set disousear as she worhadurp mould really

help Union shags their leeching behosemw Sinew of Om

Sammy' thooght that the results viii boissedag co elmonen

umbels is samurai. ant all replied that they believed edusetienal

reseeesh egg peedese hem/edge model se temehers.

le .teeny, the Tesehes Feedbodtlkebehep wee offset/vs in

redraft the reseeweb-to-preetise credibility gap. This evidence

Wee the peloriples presorted Is this paper saes validity. Ivo

forest Seedier response so the workshop supported these esesliniens.

Is their think-yes letters te the seat, seeshen Plano; elp th
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'special, Individual attention Witch they received', 'the oppor-

twiny to receive feedback as "a valuable eapp-t of the study",

to the tact that you didn't tell us what "e everyeee

else seems to), but save us sore basis tot our awn decisions, .

Fleally, one teacher wrote, I knew your project is desissed to

Improve teachies, met just study it, as slew I an warbles to apply

what I learesd Saturday. I thank you, and my pupils thank you:"

The Teacher Feedback Merbehop was a iii[ attempt by else

project at the SCOT to reduce the research -to- practice credibility

sap. Nosh of what we hsve accomplished will be et potential use-

fuleess la developmest if feedback peocedures ter other research

projects. Some anssestions for Impeundas our relatieembips with

asheelgessamIL am:se twee ear pesest astivities. ',lisle will

be diseesseS Se Os somebodies .oaths of this paper.
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decision-making processes are likely to strengthen commitment to the

research efforts and to future utilization of the findings.

Finally, engagement in the collaborative process signifies

a long-term coaitment on the part of researchers to deal with the

realities and problems of school systems. In the process, the

researcher places himself in a position of vulnerability (Gcu1dt,

1971) with the school personnel. In the process of exchange with

scaool personnel, the researcher opens himself up to the questioning

of his theories and assumptions, methodology, and interpretation

of problems. This vulnerability is essential for the development 4-k

collaboration between educational researchers and school personnel.

These suggestions are offered as general and preliminary state-

ments, for if ve take this discussion seriously, patterns of col-

laboration will ewerse once ve, as researchers, start to bridge the

research-to-practice gap. There is no more specific proposal than

'Let us begin."
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LIST OF FOOTNOTES

1
Projoct 3C was under the direction of Robert D. Hess and

Ruby Tshanishi-1:rowles with the collaboration of research assis-

tants Ann Joule, Kalei Inn. Anne Aorton, and Terry Taylor.

Teeanical support staff included Jesse Weston, Administrative

lasistant, Secretaries Joan Jeff amd Jean Ziebron, armor

and Data Processin: 2ean - Aerobe miner, leacy Diets. Aery Lee

Thomson, and Lucy Williams. hosannas:mita and Garry Aercadante

assisted dories Si;prng 1972.

The Project could sot bees boss cassied out but the

callaboesties of all these people, and climes not ntioned here.

2A description of tbe fist yes of this reseesi will be

published by the Stanfemd Center for-Resemmi and lamsbvpment in

Tesehies - Robert D. Uses and Ray Mekenieli-fart s. Teacher,

Stamford, California: Research andisvelopmest imememisa No.

(is press).

htsdent eepagmesee As assumed as be hiphly salemsd to

measures a student aehismemset. iemesel recent sesdime miss

behavior -based measomes provide peed support for this assumptive

(Cobb, 1)72, Lidera*, R244, Naposs, Is. Au, 196a).

4
Amnagret Hanalei/leper and Frederick Mess comducei an

evaluation of the Teacher Feedback Workshop. Moir complete
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report is included in AppandiA I.

51Nro hooks, which discuss action research methodology with

teachers, pmsvide case studies of the collaborative process.

(Corey, 1953; Schumsky, 1953) .
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I. THE TASK OF THIS REPORT

When the research staff of 3C first contacted the teachers in order to
invite them to participate in the ject, they emphasized their plan to give
"feedback" to the teachers, that is report the findings to the teachers.

The workshop on Hay 6, 1972 was set up to report preliminary findings
to the teachers who participated in the project. But its function was not
only one of dissemination: the staff of 3C was also interested in getting
comments on their work which would improve future research.

The authors of this report, who were not directly involved in the 3C
Project, were asked to evaluate the workshop. We would like to point out
that this report is not an evaluation of tbe project or the planning of the
workshop, but only of the workshop itself and the teacher's participation in
the project.

We assume that the reader of this report is familiar with the 3C Pro-
ject. We, therefore, give no project description.

II. THE RATIONALE FOR THE EVALUATION

One major goal of the 3C Project is to make research relevant to the
teacher's daily work. As one consequence, the staff expended much effort at
dissemination of information about the project and its results.

The evaluation is mainly concerned with the following questions:

1. Were the preliminary findings presented in a way that was under-
standable to teachers?

2. Could the findings have consequences in the daily work of the
individual teacher?

3. Are the teachers' comments likely to improve future research of
the kind presented?

4. Was the working relationship between the staff and the teachers
supportive of future field research?

We prepared a questionnaire for the teachers which helped us in
answering these questions. Besides this, we talked with many teachers dur-
ing the workshop and attended all large group meetings. The questionnaire
was given to the teachers at the and of the "Feedback" sessions. All
teachers still present at this time (17) answered the questionnaire.

III. ATTENDANCE

The workshop was attended by 21 out of a total of 24 teachers who par-
ticipated in the project. These teachers were located at nine different
schools. Two out of the nine principals attended the morning sessions.
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IV. ORGANIZATION OF TIM WORKSHOP

As can be seen fro* the schedule (see Appendix A), in the morning SOP-
alone the project, its instruments, and its preliminary group findings were
rresented while in the afternoon sessions individual findings were presented
including an analysis of videotaped classroom observation. Group eltocussion.
were held in which teachers commented on the project and their individual
teaching experiences.

One observation was that the workshop was very well organised. Time
and room planateg ware encellest. This has to be neatiosed because individual
afternoon sessions which needed many rooms and changes of location really re-
quired thorough planning and a feeling of responsibility from all staff members.

V. FRISSNTATION at FINDINGS

Duriee the morning gusto.. of the workshop the project, its instruments,
and its preliminary findings were presented by members of the staff. Special
attention was given by the staff to the disseminatios function of these semitone.

In our opinion, the presentations were gives in clear nontechnical
language. The sodiesce understood the mein points and were thus able to comment
nn the project and its findings is as effective my. Several question. raised
and comsat. gives *eased to be relevant for consideration is future research of
this kind. A little cos/melee was caused by the percentage definition of strat-
egies used which the teacher. had to estimate during one session. Absolute
numbers instead of peroenteees eight have been easier to estimate. The teachers
obviously enjoyed their participation is the sessions. The cements vs got
after the sessions showed their great !utmost and usderstmedisg.

Neves of the 17 teachers who answered the questiosmairel pointed out (I.5;
that they sew usderstoed the goals of the project differently than at the time
they decided to participate, although this would not have changed their declaim-.
Three teachers meld have liked more detailed informative before they decided
to participate. Most of the teachers (11) got all laferesties seeded to agree
to participate. However, meet of the toadiess were not is favor of a workshop
prior to the ehearvetiess (Li).

These who would have liked a workshop isolated out that they would have
liked to know mete Meet the specific goals of the ibeervatiess is order to plan
their tumbles around them and is order to feel sets familiar with the whoIs
situatios, especially is the first abomination period (11.2).

The used fot ewe isiermsties is also expressed in the teacher's prefer-
ma' for a weekehop after the first observation period. About half if the
Maestro felt a mood to discuss their emporium.* with ether participating

1The remelts of the 'mesa...airs are gives in Appendix S.
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teachers. Many teachers tole us during; the workshop that they would have
preforred a "feedback" session earlier.

All teachers who answered the questionnaire said that they got a rounded
picture of the program and its specific goals (II1.1). Most of them felt that
this information would be of interest to other teachers who have not partici-
pated in the project (111.2), although their estimates of other teachers'
ettendance in the morning sessions had only an average of 30 percent however
rafting from "0" to "100" (111.4). This low attendance rate might be the resin
that about half of the teachers suggested not to invite other teachers (I1I.3)
to this kind of workshop.

The teachers were somewhat more critical about the presentation of the
individual findings in the afternoon. We expected this, because the individual
use of strategies and their relation to student's engagement was not always
favorable and it is somewhat more difficult to accept unfavorable individual
results. Thus, although fourteen out of 17 teachers felt that the materials
presented had good examples of their teaching behavior, one teacher felt tho
material was unrepresentative of her teaching style, one teacher found the
material unclear, one too concentrated, and three teachers were claiming incom-
pleteness (IV.3).

The authors did not attend the individual afternoon sessions. The men-
bers of the staff who presented the individual findings later reported that the
teachers' reactions were very different depending more on the individual per-
sonality than on the findings, and that they needed a more in-depth understand-
ing of the characteristics of each teacher before really effective individual
"feedback" session can be run. On the whole, fourteen out of 17 teachers said
that most or all of the findings of the project were consistent with their
personal knowledge and experiences.

For the future, the staff might consider a workshop for detailed informa-
tion immediately after the first observation period. The method of informing
individually before the observation period seemed to satisfy most of the
teachers. The interest for more detailed laformetion which some teachers
expressed would have to be considered in the light of equal information for all
teachers participating is the project in the future. For the presentation of
the individual results even more personalised methods might be developed, in
order to avoid dissatisfaction of those teachers whose results are less
favorable.

VI. COMMUNION OF riNDIMOS poi Till MOM' DAM MULA

The results of the queetionmaire seem to indicate that the finding.
presented at the weekshep will have definite oonsequeeces for most of the
teachers participating is the workshop. Mixtures of the 17 said that they had
learned esmethieg new about their teaching (TV.4). Twelve of the 17 teachers
this* that they should change sons of the ways they teach (ms), and sixteen
of the 17 teachers felt that results and discussions like those of the workshop
could really help teachers Change their teaching behaviors (0.6) but they
'stated out that immediate "feedback" after each observation is preferable in
order to gain insight into their classroom behaviors when it is still fresh
in their memory.
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The teachers' comments on the project in general further indicate
that they saw the findings as having definite utility for the classroom
teacher. Sixteen of the 17 teachers responding thought that the results of
the project will be useful to classroom teachers in general (V.2), and all
of the teachers indicated they believed educational research can produce
knowledge helpful to teachers (V.4).

VII. TEACHERS' COMMENTS ON IMPROVEMENT ON THIS KIND OF RESEARCH IN THE FUTURE

Nearly all of the teachers seemed to have some constructive criticism
about aspects of the project, especially in relation to those areas of the
project dealing with teacher strategies. About a third of the teachers thoughc
that all strategies chosen are highly important in teaching. Nearly a third
was uncertain about this and another third felt that some important strategies
are missing (III.3). Among strategies which the teachers considered to be
important and which were not included in the project were the following: group-
ing of students in the classroom, types of reinforcement, interrelations of
different strategies, positive and negative aspects (III.6).

The teachers were less critical concerning the students' engagement
instrument (II1.7). Here we asked for typical ways teachers are aware of
students' interest and engagement in the learning task. host often the teacher,:
answered that they assess students' engagement by the types of questions they
raise (III.S).

A special problem in the classroom observation was the videotaped
sessions. Disruption in nearly all classes occurred because of the bulkiness
and extensiveness of the equipment. If there is no solution to the problem of
bulky equipment thee, the teacher proposed, a more frequent practice is neces-
sary before the observation would start, in order to observe "usual" classroom
behavior.

The members of the staff stated they learned something more about the
strategies, especially the necessity to disentangle the positive and negative
aspect of strategies. We were told that the staff is looking for a solution
to the videotape problem.

VIII. WORKING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TEACHERS AND THE STAFF

The teachers were asked several questions which helped us to assess their
experiences and opinions about the working relationship with the 3C staff. One
main indicator that shows the good relationship is the teachers' workshop
attendance. Out of the total of twenty-few emoshor- mho pa- iodinated in the
project, twenty-one teachers and two prisclpete (e.4+ 9) asomillod the workshop.

Looking back at the period of recruitment of the teachers, from the
seventeen teachers who answered the questionnaire, twelve felt invited and five
felt urged to participate (I.1). Those teachers who felt urged pointed out
that this was not on the part of the research staff, but on the school side.
Oue teacher felt "obligated to return favor from fellow teacher" whom she
had asked to participate in another program. The positive comments ranged fron



why shouldn't I be observed on to bel
and feeling thrilled at the opportanit
to participate.

..d to see profits on both sires
ticipate. No teacher felt pre6v.d

We asked the teachers to estimes- e of participation in the pro-
ject if we had invited all teachers in 4Nor ools (1.2). The teachers'
estimates ranged from 10 to 100 percem. e4 .1cipation with an average of
about 60 percent. This figure does VW .41Ir be too high if we take into
account that the teachers got some name- heir participation. Surely, the
main person for the research staff was mmmly the principal who had to be
convinced that the project was of Upper -o teaching. The participation of
some of the teachers was obviously due "urging" by the principal.
Fourteen of the 17 teachers discussed ts- scion of participation with their
principal, seven of these only with him, *. two teachers did not look for
any advice. None of the teachers who MIMS ad refused to participate in the
project.

The question if the teachers wools 'me observers coming into their
classrooms unannounced gave us informatt r the relationship between the
teachers and the observers. Eleven out di / leachers would not mind. This if
an unexpected high number and indicatmegmws geed relationships between the
teachers and the observers. This fiallibmicom coafirmed during the workshop,
where we observed a very friendly reAmdasmiNip between teachers and observers.
It is interesting that except one all des who did mind unannounced
observers were feeling urged to partimipmee s. the project. The teachers felt
free to comment and ask questions. Nip Ow eft:groom group sessions seemed
to suffer partly from shyness on thee** f. ale teachers. This is probably
due to mainly two reasons:

1. Differently from the mornisa4,4 mess no material was presented.
They were pure discussion mem

2. The teachers seemed to be moimmeamt to participate because they
perceived the discussion leolsc to be such an "empert" on the
topic under discussion. This mos amain different from the morning
sessions, where except for the introduction all presentations were
given by staff members.

For the future the staff might consider to have a non-professor as a
group leader. We think that some materials like specific instruments or find-
ings would result in a freer discussion.

At the end of the workshop day very many teachers expressed that the
day was unexpectedly interesting and pleasant. Sixteen of the seventeen teachers
who were still present indicated their tie .t to participate in this kind of
project in the future.
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!xplanation of of .sees I and II

Teachers will be divided into Gums I t )up II for vas afternooll

session. Group I will receive isdamidami %ma* at Cubbemlay Hall from

1:45 - 2:45 P."- During this time, Mow mil remain at Tresidder to

discuss the preOmet with Dr. Hass are *Ow mlibmwm of the staff and to

give feedback to them about the projsmt.

Group II will receive individual feedimmm rr,m 3:00 - -Ot T .N. at

Cubborley Hall. During this time Groom I aCit ripturn to IMmudimir for

discussions with Dr. Hess and the staff.

You have been assigned to Grump

The staff member who will give you imidmmaami imedbask is



Stanford Center for Research and Development in Teaching

Project 3C: Student Engagement: Classroom Settings
Teaching Students from Low-Income Areas

Workshop May 6, 1972

Teachers' Experiences with and Opinions on the Project

As we pointed out when the research staff first contacted you, one major
goal of this project is to make research relevant to the teacher's daily
work.

Today's workshop has four central objectives:

We want to report to you the preliminary findings.

We would like to know if your experiences with this project will
have an impact on your daily work.

We would like to know how you evaluate your participation in the
project and get comments on its improvement.

We would like to have your comments on the working relationship
between the staff and you so fiat we may evaluate our owe efforts as
well as make future research uses useful to teachers.

Please help us by reepemdieg to the following questions so that we may
improve our work and increase the direct relevance of educational research
t the educational process.



I. THE PIE -011SERIME7On VOLSE

I.1 What were your feelings when you were aced to participate
in the project?

I fekr pasuned to participate

I felt uteri to participate

I felt iumited to participate

I felt (Please specify) :

1.2 In your opinion, if every teacher in your asheal awn asked
to participate, what percentage of your oallungras would agree?

percent

1.3 Before you agreed to participate did you disomms this natter utth

eLa 110

pour colimagmus

your petaciped

parlous in the district adsisistrstion

pour students

ether (Please spaalft):

1.4 Looking back an the casitspct you and the resme& sena agreed
eon, do you think it teas

lt...11 DO

oppoopotoos

xdolasod

Itotompieto

Mbar alliesse @Today)

1.5 Looking at fire }mat um, did yaw get omolb fillitmotios about
it, before poodlo011me to particip000ff

I unallihms liked mote dotolloiiiamomdSon,

opeolinotay es

I sited Mos Apollo OE are ipsoeos Afferootip
ma OM 41111 IMP WIN I demillai w iota.

I gos oil MIlloosatios ommiloMoo solo Ills dociotool
to qtellote Wise I asod.
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1.6 Waal* you tint mad a rorkshap I" Aetailon information
on thw pro/en= ler all teanhers paaels-Ipating in the project
before die orereaerlen started?

1.7.1

as

yrs

Did yrs inform OMR studOute parsers Anon doe first emerevetion?

7410

If yes in Or Air gestion (1.7): ire did yes antes tie
perenteP

SOW to .11111011tS

seised armiers to report at home

seelliet off Plinists

odour Wiese epecifti:

1.8 Hew sew punnets ahlauted to tba chaismons abooreation?

MIMI=
old yea hoes ompsocissoli a rmirmos, onotboa Wort the tiroabnormal= resoll, is neat to silk Opus 'Our amplOtieflessOWN. OM WWII OMR at faker tradkaael

vw11111m.
SO

Erse

II./ Hoe it moo OM AM= *be firm eismonsobserowellon?
IE-- 611111 eleassmor arm usual 1a she fhat

ormaga.
Orme hied dageorms17 than anal iambs

flassrmosesia.
"La- 1 AI goo is Os sane blames=

`leis air Sr amriirl i Errs wee-

fasise aim mon ammies to she lens.
Moss rmail.
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11.3 In Ose following observation periods - worlowing the
videotaped sessions

or

I felt that my teaching Sehmer-Jr vas as usual.

I felt that my class bah.. as usual.

11.4 Did You feel disrupted in your tea Ss the videotaping?

yes, very much

yes, a little

Ile

11.4.1 11 me in the prevision question (11-4):
Cseid you midst out the main reasons for your teaching being
disgusted?

11.5 Did yes feed that yam stoniest. mere disrupted by the
videotaping,

yes, very mob

yes, a little

leo

11.6 Sr you have empossis isprovinig the videosips sessions?

11.7 In general, Ms did pmerastudemes feel sibmit Vim observations?

Ossimimimis, limy detest sass to he affected.

lbws asesd to he vamp imessesead is being obsessed.

'heft esommete bellsited tbst lisp Salt paid et
beSegiasiested der paitielpbties.

iii Ow dad yes Air ars 1111mi the ahheesephts elmiless? (Please,
demo ass mss-)

imp dile est ems he he slibetbrIL

alp amost to Ow way listimi la the videotaping.

Mop did eat Mho do eedessapikesseheas.

Sheld you agog observers asieg assurvoar Enos ammounced?

ye.

no
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III. GENERAL ORIENTATION AND PRESENTATION OF GENERAL FINDINGSIN THE WORKSHOP (Morning Session)

III.1 Did the morning session today provide you with informativethat gave you a rounded picture of the program and the
specific goals of this project?

DO

partly

yes

If no or partly in previous question (111.1):
Were the presentations

incomplete

too technical

too concentrates

unclear?

111.2 Do you think the information presented is the merelog old be
of interest to other teachers oho have met porticipstei in theproject?

no

probably not

I am not certain

probably yes

definitely yam

111.3 Would you suggest that vs twits all teachers from your schoolfor a general presentation of obis bled?

no

Pea

III.4 torpor opiates, what possestage of your cellsompomp might bees
attended the sonming session, it us usold hers bolted ail
teachers of poor school?

perelnat

111.3 Do yon think that the teachers' stemempias Chases lbw Ammusel-
via= in the project are the meet Signonant dens r immeiwingstadiums in classroom learning?

I think eons important oftwommils

Many strategies seem to me so be irrelammt.

Some strategies seen MU unimportant Is usemblos.
I think that all stramOss Arm sou WNW
important is tesdhimg.

I as uncertain About this.
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1/1.6 Can you think of important strategies which we have omitted?

1.

2.

3.

111.7 Do you think that the student engagement instrument measures
the most important behaviors characteristic of student engage-
ment in a learning task?

no

probably not

I as not certain

probably yes

definitely yes

111.8 Could you suns mese typical ways teachers are aware of stu-
dents' immerest and engagement in the learning task?

1.

2.

3.

4.

PRESINTATION OF VIDEOTAPED SESSIONS AND INDIVIDUAL FINDINGS IN
THE WOMMSOOP (htternoon Session)

Did you have a thence to ask all of the questions you wanted?

no

pee

1V.2 Were the aemes to your questions complete enough?

mo

only some

piss

/V.3 Was the material presented to you in the individual afternoon
session today

Incomplete

too concentrates

mmclearT

not representative of your teaching style

seed example(s) of your teaching behavior?
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IV.4 Did you learn something new about your own teaching in the
afternoon session?

no

I am not sure about this

yes, a little

yes. very much

IV.5 As a result of the workshop, do you think that you should change
some of the ways in which you teach your classes?

no

probably not

I am uncertain

probably yes

definitely yes

IV.6 In your opinion, could classroom observation of the kind presented
and individual discussions like those in today's afternoon session
help teachers change their teaching style?

no

probably not

I am uncertain

probably yes

definitely yea

V. PROJECT IN GENERAL

V.1 Do you think that more communication among participating teachers
would have resulted in more commitment to the project?

no

probably not

I sm uncertain

probably yes

yes, definitely

V.2 Do you think that this project can produce knowledge which will
be useful to teachers in the classroom?

no

probably not

I am uncertain

probably yes

definitely yes
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V.3 Are the findings of the project consistent with your personal
knowledge and experiences?

no

some of them

most of then

yes

I an uncertain

V.4 Do you think that educational research can produce knowledge
which is useful to teaching and learning in the classroom?

no

I am uncertain

yes

V.5 Would you like to participate further in this kind of project
in a more intensive working relationship with the staff in
the future?

no

yes

If yes, please write your name and address on the attached
paper. Use separate envelope because of anonymity.

Thank you for your support of our work.
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7eedback Vorkshor

nuidelines for the Utilization of Videotape in Feedback to Teachers

I. Preparation for Providing Videotape Feedback

A. Videotape Segments

1. There will be approximately 13 minutes of teacher video-

tape segments available for viewing.

a. 3 min'. - Cosmetic Effects

b. 5 min. - let Videotape Segment

c. S sin. - 2nd Videotape Ssement

Note. The segment for 'Cosmetic Effect will

immediately ,recede the first five- minute

tape.

2. Become well acquainted with all of your teacher's video-

tape segments. Be presared to identify most of her

strategies. Know which strategies are exhibited in

the rase segment: know where ones are not, (particular-

ly if they are this teacher's most or least engaging

strategies).

B. Check the date (day, time) of the videotape, and subject

matter being taught.

C. Become threuahlv acquainted with available data and analysis

for your teacher. Talk to the observers who have seem this

teacher in class. They may have sons camments which can be

helpful in aperesching the teacher.
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II. The Videotape Feedback Session

A. Short Orientation to Session

1. Inform the teacher what you have planned for the half

hour videotape feedback session. Stress that this is

an opoortunity to look at at her videotape, and that

non-videotape-related questions can be discussed after-

wards. (If you are in a group which receives individual

non-videotape feedback first, this noint may not apply.)

2. Tell teacher how the videotape mimeses were selected

(some common problems which were avoided: technical

difficulties, teacher not on film, students blocking

camera, etc.)

3. %sap your orientation brief.

4. Start viewing the tape as soon as nossible.

S. Cosmetic Effect Segment

1. This segment is used for the teacher to acclimate

herself to being on videotape.

a. Ask teacher if she's ever been videotaped before.

Try to reassure her if needed.

b. Give teacher an opportunity to verbalise her

feelings about viewing herself.

c. Don't comment on strategies during this segment

unless the teacher asks you to do so, i.e.,

direct most of your comments toward reasondina

to her eommemts end feeling. Assam, try to re-
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assure her if neemssary. (e.p., people tend to

look fatter on tames, as well as pale without make-

up, etc.)

C. First S-linute Segment

1. Briefly refresh teacher on definitions of strategies

upon which you have decided to focus. Have her individual

profile available for ler to see.

a. Define the strait/sopas which she uses most often.

b. Define those which are most engaging for her.

c. Define those which are least engaging for her.

2. au -start tape and comment on strategies, pointing them

out as they're observed.

a. Point out positive strategies first .

b. Pinpoint tape segments where there is a mix of

negative and positive strategies.

c. Pick out one strategy that has the highest level

of engagement for this teacher. (If needed, scup

the tape and show that part again.)

d. Drew teacher's attention to the reactions of the

students around her, especially in response to

her behavior.

e. Be sure to conclude tape segment by spina's? out

positive strategies for her.

f. Ask the teacher if she would like to review any part

of the segment.
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3. Stop tape to discuss what teacher has sees.

a. Review her strategies and their impact upon the

students.

b. Ask the teacher for any temente or questions.

c. Request that she try to point out her strategies

during next segneet of swum

4. Start tape of emend immossm.-

a. Have the teacher Twine ant etrategims with as little

assistance as posoibla.

b. Again, have her sets penmelent of Sty around

her.

c. Minims, the teacher Use.. nod, "Reel when

she biestifiee the apenepvteht etesingp.

S. Conclude the session - Clemene

a. After the second SAMOMMOM segment, ask the

teacher if she would like to re -vicar any part of

the segment.

b. Give her the opportunity to comment or ask questions.

c. reathii or henna the session by notion her

strategies you both beve seen, and their impact on

the students.

d. Inform her that she can some back at later date

to view her tape more intensively
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e. If there ia title, pet hi.r to e.,:nress her feelings

about the videotape feedback session.

f. Ee rrepared to leave the video room nronntly so that

the next 'Goole can start.

Note Feedback to itetty and/or Ruby recardinf the adenuacy of these

puidelines vill be velcomed.


